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Abstract

Basic picture is given for polarization phenomena (spectator polarization
asymmetry for the case of polarized target.etc.) in quasi-free processes. It can
be used as simple and universal starting point for polarization investigations.
The generalization of Treiman-Yang test serves for the identification of the
reaction mechanism. The expressions for above-mentioned characteristics show
the way to obtain new information on Z>-wave deuteron function and thereby
to refine tensor terms of NN-potential.

1. Introduction

Generally two goals are persued by nuclear reaction studies: (i) the: investigation of
the nature of the process, its mechanism, plausible parallels with elementary par
tide and atomic physics interactions, etc. (ii) obtaining of the new information on
nuclear structure and on properties of elementary particles. It especially applies to
direct reactions which involve only few degrees of freedom. The polarization quan-
tities, which have the interference nature, are mostly sensitive to small components
of nuclear wave functions as well as to small admixtures; in the amplitude due to
various reaction mechanisms. This fact determines the particular importance of their
investigations.

We shall now discuss the knock-out (and of similar type) reactions on deuteron.
Here the polarization phenomena can be used, on the one hand, as the additional
test for the mechanism1 and for searching the kinematical regions where quasi-free
processes dominate. On the other hand, these phenomena are very sensitive to the
ratio of D- and 5-wave deuteron functions. Their investigation can give a new
detailed information on /?-wave deuteron function thus opening fresh opportunities
for improvement of tensor terms in the potential of nucleon-nucleon interaction.

Our main purpose is to present a simple basic picture of polarization features for
quasi-free scattering case describing a direct reaction as elementary process (elastic
scattering for knock-out reaction) proceeding on virtual nucleon in some nontriv-
ial polarization state determined by the properties of nuclear vertex d •-» np. This
approach was developed earlier in Ref.2"4 and the result, was partly presented in
Ref.5. The advantages of the picture are universality, simplicity and understanding
on qualitative level. It can be used as starting point for polarization investigations.
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Certainly, in reality one also must take into account the contribution of more com-
plicated processes and in some cases it strongly affects the picture6.

We shall see that the polarization characteristics are extremely sensitive to the
ratio of D- and S-wave deuteron functions £ = w/u. It gives possibility to find
this ratio in wide region of nucleons relative momentum. The same information can
be obtained from some binary and inclusive processes (see, for example, survey7).
The difference is due to the fact that one must know the reaction mechanism to
extract unambiguously the information on (. Due to poor kinematics there are only
few possibilities to test independently the mechanism of binary or inclusive process.
Contrary to that there are many criteria for the mechanism of direct many-particle
nuclear reaction for exclusive case1. So in principle the information from knock-
out reactions is more reliable. Certainly, for that purpose we need out-of-plane
experimental investigation.

2. Quasi—free scattering approximation
In the quasi-free scattering approximation the amplitude of the reaction

A + x-+B + y + z, (1)

is given by the graph of Fig.l:

where FJJ**1' is the amplitude of the process

A^B + i (3)

with pole denominator, and fj££ is the amplitude of the process

» + x -+ y + z, (4)

fik are spin projections on z axis.

Figure 1: Pole graph corresponding to the quasi-free process.
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In the deuteron case (A = d) the vertex F can be expressed in terms of S-wave
(u) and D-wave (w) functions in momentum space

W(P) (5)

where n is the unit vector in the direction of relative momentum of two nucleons
which coinsides with the direction of spectator momentum in lab. system. It follows
from eq.(2) that the expression of the form of

appears in the calculation of cross sections, where gw>,/ is the spin density matrix of
particles i formed in the decay (3). (Unessential now spin indices of particles x, y
and z are omitted.) Therefore the reaction (1) can be considered as the process (4)
on particles i (nucleons in our case) having some effective polarization Pe// which is
determined by the properties of the nuclear vertex (3). In particular, P e / / = 0 for
the case when target nucleus A is not polarized and the polarization of spectator B
is not detected because of the lack of pseudovector direction peculiar to the vertex
(3) in nonrelativistic case. It is the reason for the isotropy of Treiman-Yang angle
distribution in direct nuclear reactions with spin—1/2 particle transfer. The matter
is that the Treiman-Yang angle actually coincides with the azimuthal angle of the
process i + x —> y 4- z in its c.m.s. system. Let us see it in detail. Fig.2 shows
the kinematics in antilaboratory system i.e. the rest system of x particle. The

Figure 2: Kinematical picture in antilaboratory system.

Treiman-Yang angle is defined as the angle between the planes (p^, p'B) and (p'y, p'z).
The transition to the c.m.s. system of the process (4) can be performed by the
boost along the direction of pj. The plane of particles y and z momenta does not
change under this transition as initially three momenta pj, p^ and p^ lie in one plane
(Py + Pz = Pi)- The initial position for counting the Treiman-Yang angle as well as
azimuthal angle of the process (4) is given by the plane (P'AIPB) which coincides with
the plane (px, ps) in laboratory system. So the rotation over Treiman-Yang angle
is equivalent to the rotation over azimuthal angle in c.m.s. system of elementary
reaction (4). An asymmetry in azimuthal angle is connected to P e / / and analyzing
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power of the reaction (4) with respect to the polarization of particle i which will
be denoted as P;. For this reason the relations for asymmetry, which will be given
below, can be considered as the generalization of the Treiman-Yang test. If we know
Pi from the data on reaction (4), then it will be enough to know P e / / to calculate the
asymmery in the reaction (1) with polarized target.

3- Asymmetry and recoil polarization

Two directions enter in the estimation of the effective polarization P e / / of transferred
nucleons: deuteron polarization Pj and laboratory spectator momentum n. One can
make two pseudovector combinations of these quantities: Pj and (nPj)n, and in
general case3

P./ / = APt + B(nPd)n. (6)

The estimation of another characteristic, which we consider presently, i.e. spectator
polarization P B in reactions with unpolarized target and beam, can be carried out
as follows. Starting from the formula (2), we obtain the terms of the type /Wl(/(,;)*,
which can be expressed through the differential cross section of the process (4) and
analyzing power P; of the process in respect to particle i polarization. Thus we again
have two directions: P, and n and, respectively, two pseudovectors: P, and (nP,)n.
Hence it follows that in general case

P B = CP, + D(nP,)n. (7)

Each of the expressions (6) and (7) contains two terms with different directions. The
ratio of these terms can be varied by changing the kinematical experimental condi-
tions, and it gives large possibilities for unambiguous determination of the coefficients
A, B, C, D and also of the regions where quasi-free scattering dominates.

The results for A and B are

(u + w/V2)(u s/2w) _
2 + 2 + E '

where quantity E is related to possible tensor polarization of deuterons:

E = 1/ (uw -i=w2)Y2M(n)t2
i
M. (9)

Here t2M are the components of the second rank polarization moment.
The results for the coefficients C and D are

1 2y/2* uw 1 w2

3 3 u2 + w2 + 3 u2 + w2 '
2

D = 2 \ /2 UU> - W (10)
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Figure 3: Coefficients C and D of eq.(7) for the effective polarization of knocked nucleons
as functions of spectator momentum: solid lines - for deuteron function in Paris potential;
dotted lines - for Bonn potential with pd = 4.38 %; dashed lines - for Bonn potential with
pd = 5.61 %.

One can see that the coefficients A,B,C and D are extremely sensitive to the ratio
of D and 5-wave deuteron functions £ = w/u.

Fig.3 shows the coefficients C and D for various deuteron functions.
The most evident candidates for investigations are the reactions (p,2p) and (p, pn)

at energies about several hundreds MeV, where P, ranges up to 0.4 -¥• 0.5 and the
polarization effects are sizable. However the developed approach can also be applied
for the reaction (e, ep) but only in the case of polarized electrons where P , must be
substituted by corresponding coefficient in correlation term.

Note that the modulae of the coefficients A, B and {A + B) can in some cases be
greater than unity and it is of interest for using polarized deuterons as the source of
polarized neutrons.

4- Recoil polarization in general case

Expression (6) gives spectator polarization P# in reactions with unpolarized target.
Now we present the expression for general case when deuteron has vector and tensor
polarizations:

PB = ((u - \/2wfP, + 3tu(\/8u - w)(P;n)n +

3(u - V2w)(u + ~)Pd + ̂ ( u + ^
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3£) , (11)

where the quantity E is defined in (9), and the vector M, connected with the com-
ponents of tensor deuteron polarization, is more convenient to express in cartesian
coordinates (now we shall denote the analizing power of the process (4) with respect
to particle i polarization simply as P):

M, = 6(a + b)2TlpPp - 126(a + b)(nP)Tp,np

-126(a + b)(TpknpPk)n, + 12ab{Tpknpnk)P, .

+2Ab2(nP){Tpknpnk)n,. (12)

Here
to _ sw

One can see a variety of combinations in above expressions. Their investigation
can evidently give a complete information on the ratio of S and D deuteron functions.
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